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Note on Potential for Segregated Cycle Lanes from Bodington to Belle Isle

Introduction

1. This note discusses the potential for there to be a dedicated cycle lane provided all the way
from Bodington to Belle Isle, resulting from an indicative exercise to determine if this was
possible

2. The indicative drawings are available on request, but consequent to the Statement of
Common Ground with the Promoters, agreement has been reached to discuss this fully as
part of detail design

Caveats

3. The exercise was carried out using the 1:1000 plans, and is accurate to approximately 0.5m.
Access to the detail drawings and topographic survey would be required to undertake this
exercise in detail

4. What is set out in this document is indicative, and the full provision of dedicated cycle lanes
should be considered with regard to DfT guidance in force during the detail design process,
as well as local guidance arising from the CityConnect project

5. The primary purpose of this exercise was to determine whether a continuous segregated
cycleway would be possible to provide during the detail design process, and whether any
detail deficiencies on provision for pedestrians could be remedied, and therefore whether
there was a case to object to the scheme on the basis that these would not be possible to
provide given the constraints

6. The additional cost of this cycle provision was not assessed, merely the possibility of
providing it. Given alterations required to the streetscape and junctions along the route in
any case, it is hoped that the additional cost of providing a good level of segregation would
be minimal

Definitions

7. “Segregated cycle lane” in this case would refer to something analogous to the “Type 2”
cycleway in the CityConnect scheme, which is a cycleway for the most part raised above the
level of the roadway and separated from the footway. It would descend to roadway level for
junctions and be clearly marked through junctions

8. “Two stage turn” here refers to a junction design in which cyclists would move with the
traffic phase, then have to wait in a turning area for the phase to change in the other
direction. Such junctions are common in Denmark and the Netherlands, for example, and
are beginning to be trialled in the UK

9. “Shared lane” refers to a lane shared between BRT vehicles, buses and cycles, or between
BRT vehicles and cycles only.

10. Sheet numbers refer to those used in the Plans Pack

General Principles

11. In general, the proposed cycle lanes would involve the splitting of any shared lane of over
4.5m into a 1.5m cycle lane and 3m bus lane, and the widening of any shared lane below
4.5m to 4.5m then splitting. This would, in part, be achieved by the narrowing of general
traffic lanes to 3m

12. Cycle lanes should be 1.5m minimum and ideally 2m (which is only possible over certain



sections)
13. Junctions should be laid out to accommodate wait/turn areas. This is possible at almost all

junctions within the footprint already proposed for NGT, although in some locations
pedestrian space (where footways are over 2m wide) may be taken

14. All bus stops and NGT platforms are to be islanded, this is not possible for a small number
of bus stops

15. Where parking spaces and a cycleway are alongside each other, the arrangement should be
such that parked cars “protect” the cycle lane, this also reduces conflict between parking
cars and cyclists

16. Two stage turns should be considered where appropriate. This appears to be physically
possible at all locations, although complex at the junction of Church Street and Balm Road
(sheet 036)

17. There is contention as to whether shared lanes or full segregation is preferable – the BRT
Standard strongly prefers segregation, as does Netherlands practice

Specific Locations

18. 012 West Park
There is insufficient space for a segregated cycle lane alongside the northbound bus stop at
West Park roundabout, and cyclists would have to share space with buses here. There would
also be no islanding of the stop for the same reason

19. 016 Alma Road
There is insufficent space for a segregated cycle lane in both directions, and it is suggested
that the lane is segregated southbound (on approach to the junction) and cycles share with
general traffic northbound. This is for approximately 50m

20. 021 Hyde Park Corner
It is suggested that the nortbound NGT stop be moved towards the Hyde Park Corner
crossroads, where NGT vehicles can have their own separate lane in advance of the turn to
Victoria Road, and with cycles running behind
The northbound cycle approach to Hyde Park Corner is suggested to be diverted into the
Woodhouse Moor Car Park, then with the (very low volume) general traffic, with a zebra
crossing or similar into Hyde Park Road (thence round the corner onto Otley Road again)

21. 022 Woodhouse Lane / Cliff Road and 023 Woodhouse Lane / Clarendon Road
Woodhouse Lane at this point has two parallel sets of two footpaths, and it would be feasible
to turn one of these into a cycleway in each direction
The front of the Engineering Buildings is a very tight space. Consideration to making the
northbound general traffic lane 2.75m in order to provide the cycle lanes should be given, it
appears to still be possible to provide segregated 1.5m lanes

22. 024 Bleinheim Walk
Narrowing all lanes on Bleinheim Walk to 3m appears to allow cycle lanes to be provided in
both directions. A dedicated “crawler” lane may be required here, or space provided on
Bleinheim Terrace Shared Space

23. 026 Portland Way
Realignment of southbound access to the roundabout from Bleinheim Walk is suggested,
alongside full provision of cycle lanes on roundabout, and for cycle lanes to continue either
side of busway (or bi-dirctional cycleway between busway and Woodhouse Lane, with
southbound cycle lane on Woodhouse Lane for access to Queens Square and Clay Pit Lane)

24. 027 Millennium Square to 029 Boar Lane and City Square
It is assumed this is an area of Shared Space and pedestrian/cycle priority, in addition,
CityConnect plans over sheets 028 and 029 are not finalised

25. 030 Bridge End / Hunslet Road
Insufficient space for dedicated cycle lane southbound on Lower Briggate


